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7v7 - Dribbling

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Ball Mastery - Focus on moving the ball with Inside, Outside and Sole
of foot
Cones set out in different amounts - 2's,3's or 4's
Encourage the players to dribble to the coves head on/from the end,
not to just run through them/the middle.
A - 2 cones - Move the ball through the cone with sole of foot - Sole roll
- Moving ball across your body keeping it close by - Alternate what
side of the cones you approach each time to encourage getting
comfortable doing sole roll either way.
B - 3 cones - Inside touches only - Going through the cones can they
use both feet and small touches of the inside of their foot. Touch
across body to go through first 2 cones, touch forward with inside of
their foot and then touch with that foot again to take the ball across to
the original foot and to go through the next 2 cones.
C - 4 cones - Using only one foot to more through the cones can the
player move the ball through the 4 cones with inside and outside of
the same foot. Encourage players to using a different foot each time
they approach a set of 4 cones.
Progression - free dribble - Let the players be creative and explore the different sets of cones, moving the ball in ways they are
comfortable with encourage them to be creative and to challenge themselves.
Coaching Points - 
Close control of the ball to move through the cones - Bigger touches to accelerate away into space
Use of both feet
Head up and think ahead - see where you need to go next and how you will get there / what part of foot is best to use.

Different Surfaces

A - Players are in pairs passing back and forth through the gate. When
passing, players pass then check back into their own space. 
Bring in different restrictions for the players to have them think about
their play - they have to take at least 2 touches before passing back,
they have to take at least 3 touches before passing back, can they
pass back and forth with 1 touch only.
B - On the coaches command - Who ever has the ball keeps it and has
to try and dribble through as many gates as possible with out losing
the ball to their partner who is trying to win the ball back.
If the partner wins it, they keep it, trying to score as many as possible.
After a set time (60 seconds or so) the player in the pair with the most
points is the winner.
Play a couple of times against the same partner then switch partners
in order to give different competition - try and have the winning/more
dominant players play against each other.
Coaching Points - 
- Players focus on their first touch out of their feet
- As soon as a player passes the ball, they then move back a couple of yards in order to create their own space.
- Good passing technique
When in dribbling game -
- Use body to protect the ball

1v1 passing gates



- Use body to protect the ball
- Move with speed to get away from defenders
- Head up to see as much as possible and where to attack next

Dribble through to score
2 teams play possession 
To score - A player needs dribble through one of the 5 target gates.
Coaching Points:
Passing Technique - Use inside of the foot - strong locked ankle, Heel
down, Toe up, Non kicking foot pointed toward target
Communication - to help each other on and off the ball 
Movement to get into a good position to win the ball
Initiative to recognize danger and change direction

Dribble through to score

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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